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Abstract 

New data sources and analytic techniques have enabled educational researchers to ask 

new questions and work to address enduring problems. Yet, there are challenges to those 

learning and applying these methods. In this chapter, we provide an overview of a nascent area 

of both scholarship and teaching, educational data science. We define educational data science as 

the combination of capabilities related to quantitative methods in educational research, computer 

science and programming capabilities, and teaching, learning, and educational systems. We 

demonstrate that there are two distinct—but complementary—perspectives on educational data 

science in terms of being both in education (as a research methodology) and for education (as a 

teaching and learning content). We describe both of these areas in light of foundational and 

recent research. Lastly, we highlight three future directions for educational data science, 

emphasizing the synergies between these two perspectives concerning designing tools that can be 

used by both learners and professionals, foregrounding representation, inclusivity, and access as 

first-order concerns for those involved in the growing community, and using data science 

methodologies to study teaching and learning about data science. We highlight the potential for 

the growth of educational data science within learning design and technology as situated with the 

broader data science domain and in education more broadly. 
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Introduction 

Today, data analysts and programmers leverage data to inform and even transform many 

aspects of contemporary life, from policing and insurance to media and advertising (O’Neill, 

2016). In education, teachers, administrators, and policymakers use data to understand 

educational processes and outcomes, such as student learning (Buckingham Shum et al., 2013; 

Datnow & Hubbard, 2015; Moore & Shaw, 2015) and the presence of inequities (Reardon et al., 

2019). Parents, too, use data to guide decisions about where to live and send their children to 

school (Hasan & Kumar, 2019). Students use data in their classes to learn about their 

communities (Wilkerson & Laina, 2018), social issues (Gutstein, 2017), and scientific 

phenomena (Lehrer & Schauble, 2004). With all of this in mind, it is evident that the availability 

of data impacts both contemporary life and teaching and learning in educational systems.  

The role of data is especially germane to those studying learning design and technology 

(LDT) and related fields, such as the learning sciences (e.g., Wilkerson & Polman, 2019) and 

educational technology (e.g., Hillman & Säljö, 2016). LDT scholars have been at the forefront of 

efforts to identify ways to address new and long-standing questions using novel data sources. For 

example, LDT researchers have found ways to utilize novel datasets from social media to 

understand the role of social media in teaching and learning (Coughlan, 2019; Greenhalgh et al., 

2020; Kimmons & Smith, 2019; Romero-Hall et al., 2018), use telemetric data collected as 

students interact with educational technology to gain insight into students’ motivation and 

learning (e.g., Bernacki et al., 2015; Peddycord-Liu et al., 2018; Rodriguez et al., 2019), and use 

datasets from wearable devices to engage and understand the learning of K-12 students about 

data analysis and interpretation (Lee et al., 2015).  
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However, the LDT field’s creative integration of novel datasets also brings with it new 

challenges. For instance, issues related to student privacy and the length of time data can be 

stored are essential concerns to be raised, especially as new and expansive forms of data tracking 

are becoming commonplace (Leibowitz, 2018). Some issues are social, such as how widely-

accessible data should be, and how data are used by educational stakeholders as part of 

improvement processes, rather than merely for evaluation (American Educational Research 

Association, 2015). Furthermore, when it comes to state-of-the-art uses of educational data, 

scholars who apply data science as a methodology often carry out their work in isolation from 

those who study how to help students learn to analyze new data sources. As a consequence, 

scholars who work on one of these different topics may talk past the other—to the detriment of 

both and this growing area of wor.  

This chapter, then, is intended to articulate one view of the role of data in LDT and the 

broader field of education. We do this through the lens of data science, because data science, 

which we define in the next section, aligns with the types of research involving digital 

technologies that are already being carried out in LDT, and because data science can distinguish 

newer ways in which data is used in education from those that are commonplace. The specific 

aims of this chapter, then, are twofold: 

● To convey a view of data science and the state of educational data science. Doing so 

involves being precise about what data science is—and also what it is not. We do this in 

the Defining Data Science section of this chapter. 

● To articulate what we view as two common, but commonly confused, perspectives for 

how data science can be applied in education. The first is as a research method—what we 

refer to as data science in education. The second is as a context for teaching and 
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learning—data science for education. We do this in the Intersections of Data Science and 

Education section. 

Defining Data Science in Education and Data Science for Education 

For our purposes, we adopt a similar definition of data science that has been used in 

computer science and engineering, which defines data science as the intersection of a) the 

application of mathematics and statistics, b) computer science and programming techniques, and 

c) knowledge about a particular discipline (Conway, 2010; Vanderplass, 2016). Here, each 

dimension of data science is of the same importance—the combination of any two without the 

third defines a related activity (such as machine learning or educational technology) that is not 

directly representative of data science. 

Applying the above definition of data science to education can illustrate how data science 

is similar to and different from other types of work, as represented in Figure 7.1. 

[INSERT FIGURE 7.1 ABOUT HERE] 

In this description, quantitative methods are represented by the combination of 

disciplinary knowledge and math and statistics; machine learning is represented by the 

combination of computer science and math and statistics; and, educational technology is 

represented by the combination of disciplinary knowledge and computer science and 

programming. Thus, this definition lays out what data science is, as well as what it is not: From 

this view, machine learning is not a synonym for data science, but, instead, a part of it. In the 

field of educational data science, the substantive knowledge that is brought to bear upon 

questions and topics is specific to knowledge about teaching, learning, and educational systems. 

In other words, educational data science involves the application of mathematics and statistics, 
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computer science and programming skills, and knowledge about teaching, learning, and 

educational systems to ask (and answer) questions and pose (and work to solve) problems. 

Although we argue that these three core dimensions define educational data science, 

others have defined data science by the scale of the data, rather than the domains marshaled to 

work with data (Schutt & O’Neill, 2014). We believe this is a cause of the many data science 

practices arising as solutions to dealing with large and complex data sets (e.g., audio-visual data). 

However, the practice of data science does not necessarily involve large and complex data sets. 

Although many of the data science methodologies may have developed in response to Big Data 

(Gandomi & Haider, 2015), the application of data science methodologies can also extend to data 

of a much smaller scale—with similar benefits. Programming, for instance, is central to the 

practice of data science, and researchers who can use programming in the course of analyzing 

data are better prepared to tackle data-related challenges that emerge in their work no matter the 

scale. As two examples, programming and the application of computer science-related 

capabilities can facilitate the organization and coding of survey-based data, or make it easy to 

explore textual data through the use of Natural Language Processing techniques. This emphasis 

away from the scale of the data used (and focus toward programming) has implications for the 

community of data scientists. For example, there is a vast and rapidly-growing network of 

individuals supporting open source work in data science (Augur, 2016; Gutierrez, 2015), for 

which programming is helpful—or even necessary to ensure the trustworthiness and the 

reproducibility of analyses at any scale (Lowndes et al., 2017). Engaging in a more 

programmatic approach to analyzing data, regardless of its scale, can broaden participation in 

this community, which can contribute to a more open, transparent, and reproducible research 

practice (Lowndes et al., 2017). In summary, we use this definition to argue that data science can 
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be seen as a field that extends beyond the analysis of Big Data—and includes, but is broader 

than, machine learning, quantitative methods in educational research, and educational 

technology. 

The Intersections of Data Science and Education 

In the previous section, we defined data science as the intersection of capabilities in three 

domains—mathematics and statistics, computer science and programming, and teaching, 

learning, and educational systems—with the disciplinary expertise being focused around 

knowledge about teaching, learning, and educational systems. In this section, we distinguish 

between two perspectives on how data science intersects with education. 

The first perspective concerns the application of data science to answer educational 

questions or to solve educational problems, data science as a research methodology. This is what 

we refer to as data science in education. The second perspective relates to data science as a 

context for teaching and learning; data science as a domain, akin to science or mathematics 

education. We refer to this as data science for education. Both perspectives are described below. 

Data Science in Education: Data Science as a Methodology 

Data science in education, then, is specifically oriented around researching teaching, 

learning, and educational systems through the lens and techniques of data science. For those 

using data science in education as a methodology, a distinctive consideration is how the research 

process typically proceeds. In non-data science research, the researcher begins with a question, 

framed in a theoretical or conceptual framework (Booth et al., 2003). However, in the application 

of data science in education, scholars may begin with a theory-driven question, but allow the 

data to guide their inquiry through exploratory data analysis; moreover, a dataset can be new 
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enough that its description alone can serve as a novel contribution. For example, Kimmons and 

Smith (2019) reported descriptive data on the accessibility of the websites of K-12 schools in the 

United States. There is also another way that the data can guide research activity: A compelling 

dataset can serve as a context for the generation of new questions. For instance, data generated as 

students interact with educational games highlight questions about the nature of student decision-

making in a context different than in a typical face-to-face classroom (e.g., Liu et al., 2017). 

Thus, one consideration for those doing data science in education has to do with considering 

which data sources are best to answer specific questions (in a top-down manner) and what 

questions can be answered with preexisting data (in a more bottom-up manner). Regardless of 

the data science methods used, a sound educational theory must inform either the questions 

asked in top-down approaches or the interpretation of data-driven insights gained from bottom-

up approaches. 

Related to the usefulness of new datasets, a common way that researchers have carried 

out data science in education is by combining disparate sources of data to explore novel research 

questions. As examples, Kelchen, Rosinger, and Ortagus (2019) demonstrated how data on state-

level educational policies in the United States could be joined to data on student outcomes to 

compare the effects of different policies between states, and Rosenberg et al. (2016) combined 

data on how many public school teachers were employed in each state in the United States with 

social media data to understand the activity of participants in one of 47 state-based educational 

Twitter hashtags. These new combined datasets can give rise to exploratory bottom-up analyses 

as well; differences between states in participants’ activity sparked a study of the activity of 

regularly-occurring Twitter chats (Greenhalgh et al., 2020).  Such dataset combinations may 

require new types of skills from the dimensions of computer science and statistics to integrate 
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and analyze the data correctly, and will likely also require the addition of researchers with more 

diverse knowledge bases relating to teaching, learning, and educational systems than are needed 

by single-data-type studies. 

Using new data sources presents opportunities but also challenges, and these challenges 

may necessitate the development of new methods to suit the data at hand. For example, 

Anderson et al. (2020) used Natural Language Processing techniques on the text of state-wide 

science standards to provide content-related validity evidence for science education assessment 

items. The development of these types of new methods is especially relevant for data sources that 

have traditionally been analyzed using qualitative methods: Analyzing audio and visual data, for 

instance, requires deciding not only what data to model and how to model it, but also to decide 

what the unit of analysis in audio-visual data is and how to create variables (Bosch et al., 2018; 

D’Angelo et al., 2019). Further, such methods present challenges regarding the nature of how 

algorithms to process language data, especially of those from marginalized groups--care must be 

taken in specifying training data and creating algorithms that do not themselves reproduce 

existing inequities (Mayfield et al., 2019; Zou & Schiebinger, 2018). 

In addition to the aforementioned methodological challenges, there are more foundational 

challenges presented by ready access to data. Social media provides an example of this tension. 

Although social media can meet the professional learning-related needs of educators 

(Greenhalgh & Koehler, 2017; Trust et al., 2016), teach students to write (Galvin & Greenhow, 

2020), and facilitate communication between those enrolled in graduate programs (Romero-Hall, 

2017; Rosenberg et al., 2016), it also can represent the exploitation of users’ data. These issues 

are not distinct to social media platforms; Morris and Stommel (2017) describe how the terms of 

service for the popular plagiarism-detection service TurnItIn allows the company to own the 
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license for all of the student papers submitted to it, and Rubel and Jones (2016) raise key 

questions for researchers and analysts using administrative (e.g., student grades, test scores) and 

learning management system data in light of increasingly ubiquitous applications of learning 

analytics in post-secondary educational institutions that may bely students’ reasonable 

expectations of privacy. These questions are pressing, and scholars are working to address them 

through, for instance, developing values-driven learning analytics approaches (Chen & Zhu, 

2019), ethical uses of artificial intelligence and machine learning that recognize the potential for 

ingrained biases (Greene et al., 2019), and examining how teachers can prepare students to 

protect themselves online (Krutka et al., 2019); those using data science methodologies in 

education should consider these issues and nascent solutions to them in the course of carrying 

out their work. 

In summary, data science in education is the perspective of educational data science that 

concerns applying the dimensions of data science to educational research: studies about teaching, 

learning, and educational systems. This area of work is relatively new, but can be characterized 

by describing compelling datasets, combining different data sources to create new (and useful) 

sources of data, and developing new research methods that are suited to the kinds of data—such 

as text and audiovisual data—increasingly brought to bear upon educational questions and 

problems. Although we are optimistic about this growing application of data science, we also 

describe how the use of large, often unobtrusively collected data sources highlights the 

importance of considering privacy of those from whom the data is collected as well as broader 

ethical and equity questions about how new methods are developed and applied. 

Data Science for Education: Data Science as a Teaching and Learning Context 
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 Data science for education pertains to the teaching and learning of data science and the 

concepts, people, and resources that support it. The use of the word ‘education’ here might instill 

visions of K-12 classrooms, but we take the view that data science education is not restricted to 

any particular educational context, but, instead, is defined by the development of an individual’s 

work with data (Wise, 2019). From this perspective, data science education is an expansive 

domain that includes teaching and learning data science in different contexts (e.g., K-12, post-

secondary, industry, online, and informal settings), and examples of data science education 

include graduate seminars on data science methods (Schneider et al., 2020), workshops and 

training (Anderson & Rosenberg, 2019), and K-12 courses that engage students in working with 

data. These K-12 courses are often situated in mathematics and science content or classes (e.g., 

Hancock et al.,1992; Lehrer & Schauble, 2004; Lee et al., 2015), but occasionally in other 

content areas (e.g., social studies; Drier & Lee, 2008; Lehrer & Romberg, 1996). 

Data science for education spans not only a diverse set of contexts but also a different set 

of ideas and practices. Supporting students in growing their understanding and competency in 

what professional data scientists know and do is a complicated endeavor; this endeavor is further 

complicated by the need to consider the developmental trajectories for learners along and across 

each of the dimensions that make up data science. There is past research that is focused on one or 

more of the components of data science education—especially quantitative methods (the 

intersection of math and statistics education)—but there is less research that recognizes and 

encompasses the intersection of all three components.  

As an example of the complexity of data science for education, consider two extreme 

ends of a hypothetical learning progression (Alonzo & Gotwals, 2012) for creating models of 

data: learning about algorithms as step-by-step instructions to carry out a classroom task in the 
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elementary grades, and building a machine learning-based classification model to predict water 

quality in an undergraduate-level class. To progress along this path, the student’s knowledge of 

algorithms in early grades needs to grow into ideas about statistics, probability, and modeling 

(Lehrer & English, 2018). These ideas will need to be coordinated with ideas about computer 

hardware and software, and proficiency within particular technologies and even programming 

languages to leverage the power of computing for analyzing large data sets and with domain 

knowledge specific to the study of water quality. 

What is more, students’ engagement with these topics needs to productively resemble the 

ways professionals engage with them (e.g., Jones et al., 2017). Other fields, such as mathematics, 

have applied ideas regarding professional socialization and mathematics practices to the 

development of standards for learners (Cuoco et al., 1996; National Council for Teachers of 

Mathematics, 2000). Disciplinary identity is a necessary prerequisite to such a practice. This is 

why data science education must be conceived as a meta-discipline with a disciplinary identity 

beyond its component parts. This will involve coordinating research at the K-12 and 

undergraduate levels and between mathematics education, statistics education, science education, 

and computer science education. This will also include creating (and researching) opportunities 

for data science learners to use statistical and data science-related tools that are designed not only 

for learning but also for professional data science practice (McNamara, 2019; Rosenberg et al., 

2020), even if, at first, learners must use tools designed for professionals in a more constrained 

way. Learners must also be socialized into the conventions of data scientists that go beyond 

tools: conventions such as dispositions toward open science and privacy and ethical issues. 

This socialization can start early—even young children can learn to work with data in 

ways that engage the synergies between the three dimensions of data science and that reflect the 
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professional dispositions of data scientists. Lehrer and Schauble (2004) describe an instance in 

which late elementary students investigate plant growth through data modeling as a way to 

understand the statistical concepts of variation and distribution. In such situations, data modeling 

can serve as an organizing set of practices for engaging in inquiry in science and mathematics 

learning (Lehrer & Schauble, 2015). As learners encounter and generate data, they can be 

supported to see and use data visualization, statistics, and models as tools to create new 

knowledge about the natural world (e.g., Arnold et al., 2018; Konold & Pollatsek, 2002; Lehrer 

& Romberg, 1996). In these examples, students’ work with data is used to support the learning of 

domain-specific content; however, meaningful engagements with data can themselves be their 

own end, operating as part of a data science education that can be applied beyond specific 

disciplinary content. This goal aligns with and complements the increasingly relevant constructs 

undergirding computational thinking, a set of competencies and dispositions that leverage the 

affordances of computational processes to solve problems and express ideas (Papert, 1996; 

Wing, 2006). Becoming proficient in working with data can provide learners with an 

increasingly in-demand capability, as the number of occupations, from education to 

entrepreneurship, that demand or involve taking action based on data skyrocket (Wilkerson & 

Fenwick, 2017). Additionally, becoming data fluent can be personally empowering, because of 

the parts of our lives—from paying energy bills to interpreting news articles—that use data. 

Although these examples suggest fruitful points of coordination for integrating developmental 

trajectories related to data science education, much more work is needed to envision what a 

productive data science education might look like. 

In summary, data science for education is a perspective focused on teaching (and 

learning) how to analyze data in ways akin to how data scientists make sense of data. Teaching 
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and learning data science is challenging, in part because there are three distinct sets of 

capabilities comprising data science: math and statistics, computer science and programming, 

and knowledge of a specific domain. Moreover, although there are examples of data science-

related research at the K-12 and postsecondary levels, much of the existing research is grounded 

in other disciplines (e.g., statistics or science education). Establishing data science education as a 

scholarly discipline in and unto itself will be necessary for the practices and dispositions of data 

scientists to proliferate. This need presents both challenges and opportunities for those 

researching this area. Given their disciplinary knowledge of teaching, learning, and educational 

systems, those actively engaged in data science in education may be uniquely positioned to 

communicate how their research practices can be applied to data science education. 

Discussion: Three Synergies and Future Directions for Educational Data Science 

In this chapter, we have sought to address two aims, defining educational data science 

through its focus on capabilities related to computer science and programming, math and 

statistics, and teaching, learning, and educational systems, and articulating two perspectives on 

data science within the field of education, data science in education and data science for 

education. As we conclude this chapter, we would like to consider how these two perspectives on 

data science within the field of education may work better together than in isolation. In 

particular, we believe three synergies that propel educational data science forward.  

Our first synergy comes from considering together the software tools for conducting data 

science research and those for teaching and learning data science. Historically, scholars have 

found these to be separate (Gould et al., 2018). For example, tools for professionals, such as R, 

have emphasized their performance (R Core Team, 2020). In contrast, those for learners, such as 

the Common Online Data Analysis Platform (CODAP), have emphasized their ease-of-use 
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(Common Online Data Analysis Platform, 2014). This delineation contributes to an issue: 

Learners eventually require functionality that the tool they have used does not provide, whereas 

the tools used by professionals remain challenging to begin to use. McNamara (2019) 

recommends that developers of statistical tools recognize that individuals analyzing data are 

likely to use different tools over time. So it is necessary to “build (either technically or 

pedagogically) an onramp toward the next tool” (p. 382). In this way, those designing (and 

studying the impacts of) tools for learners can be informed by the high-performing software used 

by professional statisticians and data scientists. Also, those developing (or improving) tools such 

as R can expand their user base by considering how tools for learners make use of their lower 

barriers to entry. The tidyverse set of R packages is an example of a statistical software tool that 

is both accessible and performant (Wickham et al., 2019). In the realm of programming and 

computer science, Scratch (Resnick et al., 2009) is another example of a low-barrier, but high-

ceiling, tool. Although tidyverse and Scratch are promising examples, more work is needed to 

develop a smooth pathway of learning from entry-level to sophisticated, professional tools; such 

a path is necessary to support the consistent identity of data scientists across the learning 

trajectory.  

The second synergy concerns a focus on representation, inclusivity, and access. Issues of 

equity are deeply entwined with issues of education. Similarly, the use of data and the practice of 

data science is inherently a political one (Green, 2018). As such, the community of educational 

data science must be representative of the students it serves. As an emerging field, data science 

has the opportunity to build a culture that emphasizes representation from the start; indeed, there 

have been calls to prioritize diversity within data science more broadly (e.g., Berman & Bourne, 

2015). However, as data science draws heavily on its component dimensions, starting “from 
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scratch” is mostly an illusion--the fields of math and statistics and computers and programming 

are already overwhelmingly male and white (Fisher et al., 1997; Lewis et al., 2019), and this 

likely spills over into data science. As a response, members of marginalized groups have 

organized to improve diversity in specific data science platforms (e.g., R-Ladies Global1 and 

pyladies2) and the use of data for racial justice (e.g., Data for Black Lives3). Data science cannot 

rest on its status as a new field to absolve itself of marginalizing individuals from non-dominant 

groups. In essence, steps are needed to increase representation for a robust data science 

community.  

To build an inclusive and representative data science, there must be broad access to 

developing expertise in data science and its component domains. Within educational data 

science, the idea of access includes enabling those with a deep grounding in educational 

disciplinary knowledge to develop expertise within the other data science components. Some 

educational graduate students have strong statistics-related capabilities. Still, there is substantial 

variability across sub-fields: Students in curriculum and instruction and teacher education, for 

example, may have fewer requirements and expectations related to statistics and quantitative 

methods than those in education policy or educational psychology. Educational graduate students 

may also have had limited experience with (and formal educational experiences in) 

programming. For educational researchers and others using data science methods in education—

including data analysts, administrators, and educators—access to data science requires 

opportunities to learn how to program and apply programming skills in the context of using 

quantitative methods to ask education-related questions and solve education-related problems. 

 
1 https://rladies.org/ 
2 https://www.pyladies.com/ 
3 http://d4bl.org/ 
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Learning to program may be most fruitful if learning opportunities are created either by those 

with experience and expertise in education (e.g., Anderson’s [2020] courses; Bovee et al.’s 

[2020] book, Data Science in Education Using R), or through collaboration and joint training 

opportunities (e.g., university Data Science centers, such as that at the University of Delaware,4 

Nosek et al.’s [2019] proposed STEM Education Research Hub focusing on building the capacity 

of educational researchers to use new research practices, many of which involve programming). 

In sum, for educational data science to successfully expand as a discipline, those already 

involved in it must think carefully about who is welcomed into it, and how to recognize and 

invite the expertise of all of those who wish to be involved. 

A final synergy concerns the application of data science to itself as a discipline to 

understand how data science is taught and learned. For example, the tidycode R package 

(McGowan, 2019) is a data science tool that can be used to analyze the R code of those learning 

about data science: It could be used to understand, for example, how the breadth of the code 

someone writes (e.g., code not only for creating visualizations but also to prepare data and to use 

statistical models) expands over the semester for a data science class. As another example, much 

of the research on how data science is taught and learned uses qualitative research methods 

(Lehrer & Schauble, 2015); audio and visual data from data science education classes or 

workshops could also be analyzed using Natural Language Processing techniques to better 

understand the experiences of teachers and learners and to improve how data science is taught 

and learned. As with all data science research, and as we have argued above, such bottom-up and 

novel methods should be interpreted in light of theory and insights gleaned from prior and 

concurrent research using more traditional methods.  

 
4 https://dsi.udel.edu/ 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter, we sought to elucidate the importance of educational data science (how it 

counts) by defining it in terms of the intersection of math and statistics, programming and 

computer science, and teaching, learning, and educational systems, and articulating two (related) 

perspectives, data science in education (data science as a distinctive research methodology 

characterized by considering top-down and bottom-up research approaches and new sources of 

data and methods), and data science for education (data science as complex teaching and 

learning context characterized by a diverse set of ideas and practices and the need to establish a 

new field of study).  

As being able to understand and work with data continues to grow as a source of power 

(and empowerment) in our society, researchers in LDT and the broader field of education have a 

responsibility and great potential to advance the field of data science. Accordingly, we described 

synergies concerning the creation of tools that can be used by both learners and professionals, 

representation, inclusivity, and access as first-order concerns for those involved in educational 

data science, and turning data science as a methodology upon itself to study teaching and 

learning about data science. 

Inquiring about and using data is not only something done by researchers or data 

analysts, but also comprises a set of practices being taken up more broadly by citizens to inform 

decision making (O’Neill, 2016). Increasingly, those who hold the data hold power; data 

scientists are key players in social and educational change. Researchers in LDT and the broader 

field of education, we believe, have a unique role in applying data to compelling social issues 

and in understanding and molding the knowledge of future data scientists. 
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